
Traditional Boundaries challenge: a hedge or a wall?  

A farmer has asked for a new traditional boundary to be built, to extend the current 

boundary by 2 meters. The farmer has asked if it can be a laid hedge or a dry stone wall. 

You need to work out the cost of the materials and how much it costs to create the          

traditional boundary.  Which boundary style will you choose?  

To create a dry stone wall of 2 meters 

Cost of materials: 

To build a wall, you will need stone material of 

different sizes: 

•  Need 1 tonne of stone (£80) per metre 

So need 2 tonne = 

     2 x £80 =  ________ 

     Total cost = _______ 

 

The wall can be built as soon as the material     

arrives on site.   

Labour cost of building the wall:  

A dry stone waller charges £50 a meter  

So for building 2 meters = 

    2 x £50 = ________ 

 

Total cost for building the wall = 

   Costs + Labour = _______ 

 

Choose: ___________________ 

To create a laid hedge of 2 meters 

Cost of materials 

To lay a hedge, you will need 12 little sapling trees in 

ground growing: 

• 12 sapling trees (£1)  =  12 x £1 = __________ 

• 12 bamboo canes (50p) =  12 x 50p = _________ 

• 12 tree guard (£1.50) =  12 x £1.50 = ________ 

          Total cost = ________ 

 

The trees need to be 10—15 years old before they 

can be used to make a hedge. 

Labour cost of layer the hedge: 

A hedge layer will charge £15 a meter 

So for laying 2 meters =  

     2 x £15 = ________ 

 

Total cost for making a laid hedge =  

    Costs + Labour = _______ 

 

Choose: ___________________ 
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